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1 MCXN4x/Nx3x DCDC overview

The MCXN4x/Nx3x series MCU embeds an on-chip DC-DC converter, which is able to supply the digital core domain of the MCU. This DC-DC converter is configurable and can interact with several on-chip peripherals.

This application note is designed to provide a better understanding of the on-chip DCDC module. It offers a comprehensive guide on how to control both basic and advanced parameters, as well as how to configure the DCDC module to work efficiently with other peripherals.

1.1 Power supply scheme

Figure 1 shows the MCXN4x power supply scheme.

The MCXN4x/Nx3x has several power domains, while the core DCDC module (DCDC_CORE) can be used to power the core domain to provide a highly efficient power source. Alternatively, the core domain can also be powered using the core LDO module (LDO_CORE), which can eliminate the need of an external inductor.
In a typical configuration using the core DCDC module as the core domain supply, the VDD_DCDC input is connected to the system power, a power inductor is connected between DCDC_LX and VDD_CORE pins, and a filtering capacitor is placed on the output of the power inductor. In this configuration, the output from the LDO regulator is directly connected to its input, therefore, the regulator is bypassed, and the system is powered through VDD_CORE input from the DCDC.

1.2 On-chip DCDC module overview

The on-chip DCDC module is a synchronous rectification, burst mode DCDC converter that can provide up to 100 mA (approx.) load current. The DCDC controller drives a pair of complementary MOSFETs using a PWM signal based on the output voltage and current feedback. This feedback loop ensures a stable output across different loads.

The DCDC module has various operating parameters, including:

- Output voltage
- Switching frequency
- Power-saving modes (Drive strength)

These parameters can be adjusted as needed to achieve the highest efficiency under different load conditions. The DCDC module also provides a few of the auxiliary signal outputs indicating the internal operating status of the module. These signals can be used to synchronize the module with several analog / digital peripherals, such as ADC and CTIMER.
1.3 SPC module overview

The system power control (SPC) peripheral controls and monitors the operation of on-chip regulators and power modes. In general, the operating mode of the MCXNx4x/Nx3x can be divided into the following two modes:

- Active mode
- Low-power modes (Deep sleep, Power-down)

In active mode, the SoC operates normally, with all peripherals available. Various low-power modes are available for achieving different power consumption requirements by shutting down different power domains when not in use.

**Note:** Sleep mode shares the active mode regulator configuration, while in the deep power-down mode, the core domain regulators are shut down.

The regulators are controlled on a power mode basis. Two sets of configuration registers for active mode and all low-power modes are as follows:

- `SPC.ACTIVE_CFG` for active mode regulator settings
- `SPC.LP_CFG` for low-power modes regulator settings

The settings in `SPC.LP_CFG` only take effect when the SoC enters one of the low-power modes, while updating the settings in `SPC.ACTIVE_CFG` take effect immediately.

2 Control the DCDC parameters

This section describes how to control the operating parameters of the DCDC module.

2.1 Output voltage

This section provides an introduction of the output voltage parameter and how to adjust it through SPC.

2.1.1 Introduction

The core DCDC output voltage in the MCXNx4x/Nx3x series is selectable from the following four options:

- 0.7 V (Retention voltage, only available in low-power modes)
- 1.0 V (Mid voltage)
- 1.1 V (Normal voltage)
- 1.2 V (Overdrive voltage)

The output voltage of the DCDC module must be adjusted according to the operating frequency. In general, a higher operating frequency requires a higher supply voltage, and vice versa. In low-power modes, when the core domain is clock-gated and in the state retention mode, the operating voltage can be further reduced to the retention voltage for lower leakage while keeping core domain states and data.

**Note:** For detail on frequency and voltage requirements, refer to the specific device data sheet.

2.1.2 Adjusting output voltage through SPC

To adjust the DCDC output voltage, set the `SPC.ACTIVE_CFG[DCDC_VDD_LVL]` or `SPC[LP_CFG.DCDC_VDD_LVL]` to one of the following values:

- 2'b00 – 0.7 V static retention voltage, only available in LP_CFG register
- 2'b01 – 1.0 V
- 2'b10 – 1.1 V
- 2'b11 – 1.2 V
**Note:** The `SPC.SC.BUSY` flag must be polled for voltage transition completion.

**Note:** The `CORELDO_VDD_LVL` field must be set to the same level as the `DCDC_VDD_LVL` field, even if the LDO is bypassed.

**Figure 3. DCDC voltage scaling**

A ramp up time is required before the new output voltage is stabilized.
2.2 Drive strength

This section provides an introduction of the drive strength parameter and how to adjust it through SPC.

2.2.1 Introduction

The on-chip DCDC has various low-power features, and the drive strength is one of the power-saving features. For most of the cases, when the SoC is in Active mode, the DCDC uses Normal drive strength, however, the efficiency decreases when the load decreases or the SoC enters low-power modes. By configuring the DCDC into Low drive strength mode, light-load efficiency is improved by limiting the inductor current. The following drive strength modes are available in the MCXNx4x/Nx3x series:

- Normal drive strength
- Low drive strength
- Pulse Refresh mode (Only available in low-power modes)

2.2.2 Pulse Refresh mode

The Pulse Refresh mode can achieve even better efficiency by switching off the DCDC module for a specific, timer-controlled period in certain low-power modes. This approach can significantly reduce the quiescent current.

In Pulse Refresh mode, the SPC peripheral uses a low-speed clock source from the RTC module (LP_OSC clock) to clock an internal self-reloading counter. When the counter expires, the DCDC is automatically enabled to allow one single burst to happen. The burst replenishes the bulk capacitor of VDD_CORE to reach the
targeted voltage level. After the burst is completed, the DCDC is powered off with its output floating to avoid leakage current and wait for the next refresh request issued by SPC.

2.2.3 Adjusting drive strength through SPC

The drive strength of the DCDC module can be adjusted from the SPC.ACTIVE_CFG and SPC.LP_CFG registers, by alternating the DCDC_VDD_DS field from the above registers to one of the following values:

- 2'b00: Pulse Refresh mode (Only available in low-power modes)
- 2'b01: Low drive strength
- 2'b10: Normal drive strength

**Note:** The DCDC requires the SPC internal bandgap to be enabled only when operating in Normal drive strength mode. Therefore, the SPC internal bandgap can be disabled after the DCDC is configured to Low drive strength mode to reduce quiescent current and must be switched back on before the drive strength is switched to normal again. The bandgap can be configured in the same registers SPC.ACTIVE_CFG and SPC.LP_CFG, by modifying the BGMODE field to one of the following values:

- 2'b00: Bandgap disabled
- 2'b01: Bandgap enabled; buffer disabled
- 2'b10: Bandgap enabled; buffer enabled

The DCDC normal drive strength is available when bandgap is enabled with the buffer is either on or off (either 2'b01 or 2'b10 can be used).

**Note:** The SPC.SC.BUSY flag must be polled for drive strength transition completion.

**Note:** There is a limitation when switching the drive strength from normal to low when the output voltage is kept the same or higher than the current configuration. The output voltage must be raised to a higher level before switching the drive strength, then switching the voltage and drive strength to desired values at the same time.

**Note:** When switching the DCDC drive strength from low to normal, the voltage level must be maintained as the same level before switching the drive strength to low. Otherwise, an unexpected low-voltage detect (LVD) event may occur.

2.2.4 Use Pulse Refresh in SoC low-power modes

As the Pulse Refresh mode is only available in certain low-power modes (except deep power-down mode), therefore, only the SPC.LP_CFG register has the corresponding settings. To use Pulse Refresh mode, the SoC must be put in one of the following low-power modes:

- Deep Sleep mode
- Power-down mode

Prior to entering these low-power modes, the low-power clock source feeding the SPC module must be configured and in running state from the VBAT module.

The clock source feeding to the SPC is from the RTC LP_OSC clock, and can be selected from either:

- OSC_32K (External 32.768 kHz crystal oscillator)
- FRO_16K (Internal 16.384 kHz FRO oscillator)

After the clock source is configured and running, the VDD_BAT domain clock must be enabled from either VBAT.OSCCLKE or VBAT.FROCLKE register, the RTC.CTRL register must be updated with the corresponding clock source selected as the LP_OSC clock.

The SPC refresh counter reload value controls the number of low-power clock cycles between two DCDC refresh bursts. A larger interval has a longer shutdown time, resulting in a lower average quiescent current, however, this causes more voltage drop before the next refresh burst comes in to replenish the core supply.
If the core voltage drops below the limiting value during the DCDC OFF cycle (below the retention voltage for low-power modes), the SoC may not function correctly. Similarly, if the interval is set to a value too small, the DCDC may not have enough time to complete a full burst cycle before powered down by SPC again. Therefore, it is crucial to program an appropriate value \( N \) into the \( \text{SPC.DCDC_BURST_CFG[PULSE_REFRESH_CNT]} \) field before entering the pulse-refresh mode. The burst interval can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
t_{\text{cycle}} = \frac{1}{f_{\text{ref}}} \times \left( N + 2 \right)
\]

**Note:** The DCDC module regulates the burst period not to exceed the programmed voltage level, therefore, no overvoltage occurs even if the refresh interval is low.

**Figure 5** shows an example that results into ~8 ms of the DCDC OFF period.

![Figure 5. DCDC Pulse Refresh in Deep Sleep mode](image)
In a single refresh mode burst shown in Figure 6, the DCDC is enabled by the SPC counter event.

### 2.3 Switching frequency (frequency stabilization)

This section provides an introduction of the switching frequency parameter and how to adjust it through SPC.

#### 2.3.1 Introduction

The on-chip DCDC module works in burst mode, which means that the length of a burst period and the interval between two bursts can vary depending on the load condition of the core domain. Within a single burst, the switching frequency can be adjusted to a fixed value by the user, if desired. The frequency is controlled either by the DCDC itself or using "frequency stabilization" mode. However, using the latter may limit the transient response.

Frequency control can be helpful if a specific switching frequency or its harmonic frequencies have to be avoided, or in layout space limits, which requires nondefault inductor and capacitor values.

Higher switching frequencies can work with smaller inductor and output capacitor, while there is a trade-off between switching loss and transient response. In general, a higher switching frequency increases the switching loss of the integrated MOSFET, however, improves the transient response across the load. Therefore, a proper inductor and switching frequency should be selected based on the application and PCB layout to achieve high efficiency and performance.

#### 2.3.2 Controlling burst frequency from SPC

The burst frequency is normally automatically controlled by the DCDC module. To enable manual control of the switching frequency, program an appropriate value to `SPC.DCDC_CFG[FREQ_CNTRL]`, then enable the
frequency stabilization mode from \texttt{SPC.DCDC\_CFG\{FREQ\_CTRL\_ON\}. According to the SoC specification, typical switching frequencies are selectable from 3 MHz to 8 MHz.

\textbf{Note:} The \texttt{SPC.SC\_BUSY} flag must be polled for switching frequency changes.

\section{3 Synchronizing DCDC with other peripherals}

This section explains how to synchronize DCDC with other peripherals.

### 3.1 DCDC BURST\_ACTIVE status output

This section describes the DCDC BURST\_ACTIVE output signal and how to measure it using CTIMER.

#### 3.1.1 Introduction

The DCDC module outputs various signals to the SPC. One of the output signals is a \texttt{BURST\_ACTIVE} signal indicating whether there is an on-going burst carried out by the DCDC module. This signal is routed through INPUTMUX to CTIMER capture inputs, therefore, the pulse width and duty cycle of the burst can be measured. User code can also choose to synchronize with DCDC burst start or stop events using CTIMER capture interrupts.

#### 3.1.2 Measuring DCDC bursts using CTIMER

The MCXNx4x/Nx3x series MCU has several Generic Counter/Timer modules (CTIMERs), each CTIMER instance has four capture inputs. As the DCDC burst signal operates at a relatively high frequency, the CTIMER instance must count at a high frequency (150 MHz Typ) to get the best accuracy.

To measure the cycle time and duty cycle from the internal \texttt{BURST\_ACTIVE} signal, both rising edge and falling edge on this signal are required to trigger CTIMER capture events. Therefore, in this case, two capture inputs must be set through INPUTMUX.

- DCDC\_BURST\_ACTIVE to CTIMER capture 0
- DCDC\_BURST\_ACTIVE to CTIMER capture 1

Program the following INPUTMUX registers.

- INPUTMUX.CTIMERnCAP0\{INP\} = 7'b10110
- INPUTMUX.CTIMERnCAP1\{INP\} = 7'b10110

Configure the CTIMER input clock to its maximum (150 MHz) input clock. Afterward, set up two input capture channels for rising edge and falling edge. As interrupt handling takes a considerable amount of CPU time, disable capture interrupts for both channels.

\textbf{Note:} Program CTIMER.CTCR\{SELCC\} to 4'b0001 to clear the counter on a new falling edge of the \texttt{BURST\_ACTIVE} signal (capture channel 0), then enable the counter-clear feature by setting CTIMER.CTCR\{ENCC\} to 1.

\textbf{Note:} The capture event interrupt can be used to synchronize the software action with a start or stop event of the DCDC burst action, while the counter could be disabled in ISR to avoid repetitive interrupts.

Figure 7 illustrates the measurement process.
After the counter started, it resets upon the falling edge of the BURST_ACTIVE signal. This indicates that a new cycle has been started by the DCDC module, and the counter value prior to the reset is captured into the CR0 register. When the burst is started, the BURST_ACTIVE rising edge is captured into the CR1 register, and the CR1 value indicates the low time of the current burst cycle. Then, the CR0 is updated when the next burst cycle starts, and the reading of the CR0 register is the total cycle time of the current DCDC period.

The above sequence happens periodically and automatically, and the CR0/CR1 values are always the cycle time and low time of one consecutive burst period, no matter which is captured earlier.

The low (idle) time of the burst cycle \( t_L \) can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
 t_L = \frac{1}{f_{\text{timer}}} \times N_{CR1}
\]

Similarly, the full cycle of the burst cycle \( t_{\text{cyc}} \) can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
 t_{\text{cyc}} = \frac{1}{f_{\text{timer}}} \times N_{CR0}
\]

This way, the final estimated DCDC load percentage (duty cycle) can be calculated using:

\[
 P_{\text{act}} = \frac{t_{\text{cyc}} - t_L}{t_{\text{cyc}}} \times 100\%
\]

### 3.2 ADC "Quiet" period sampling

This section describes the quiet period and ADC quiet period sampling.

#### 3.2.1 Introduction

When using DCDC as the core power supply, it is possible to introduce additional switching noise to the system. These switching noise could be coupled to the analog power supply rails or voltage reference sources, therefore have an impact on the SoC's analog performance.

The SPC has a mechanism to allow manually creating a "quiet" period prior to sensitive analog sampling, by synchronizing the start of this period with an internal ADC sampling trigger. The ADC samples in the noise-free "quiet period" and reduces the impact of the switching noise.

#### 3.2.2 Request a Burst from SPC

To maximize the length of the "quiet" period of the DCDC, the software can request an additional burst from the DCDC. The DCDC synchronization output is triggered once this additional burst is completed and a full "quiet" period begins, yielding the longest ADC sampling time as possible.

To request a burst manually, the \texttt{SPC.DCDC_BURST_CFG[BURST_ACK]} flag must be cleared by writing a 1 to this bit, then the software can request a burst by setting the \texttt{SPC.DCDC_BURST_CFG[BURST_REQ]} bit. The \texttt{BURST_ACK} flag is set when the burst has completed.

\textbf{Note:} The \texttt{SPC.DCDC_BURST_CFG[BURST_REQ]} flag is write-only.
3.2.3 Synchronize ADC sampling with DCDC

The SPC uses another signal named DCDC_BURST_TRIG_PULSE to provide a synchronized trigger to the ADC, which must be enabled before requesting a burst manually. This output can be enabled by programming a 1 to the SPC.DCDC_BURST_CFG[EXT_BURST_EN] field.

**Note:** This signal only activates when the current burst is requested by the software.

To configure an ADC sampling using DCDC_BURST_TRIG_PULSE as the trigger, connect the signal to one of the four hardware inputs of the ADC through INPUTMUX by programming:

- INPUTMUX.ADCm_TRIGn[TRIGIN]: 8'b0000_1010

Configure an ADC command by setting the desired channel and sampling mode, then select one of the hardware triggers to trigger the corresponding ADC command by enabling the ADC.TCTRLn[HTEN] bit.

Request a burst using the SPC register operation described from the above chapter, and the ADC sampling will be automatically started when the DCDC enters a "quiet" period.

![Figure 8. DCDC synchronized ADC sampling](image_url)

In Figure 8, the additional manual burst can be observed when the software triggers the BURST_REQ. After the manual burst is completed, the BURST_ACK acknowledges the burst, while ADC sampling starts automatically. The ADC sampling completes within the “quiet” period after the burst (indicated by the ADC_DONE signal set from the ISR), before the next automatic burst happens.

**Note:** It is recommended that the ADC sampling time should be configured in a way that it does not exceed the maximum estimated "quiet" period.
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